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Answer any ten questions. Each question carries 3 marks.

1. What are the uses of linear programming ?

2. Distinguish between feasible solution and oplimar sorution.

ihtroouceo z

4. Define duality with an e*eft,b, ,.\. 1r.;.'l',,,,,.,,. 
.,.,.,.,,,,..,

5. How are the unbalanced,assiifuent problefii solved ?
,',-t"... -,.,.r-.."'..-. ,.. ,a 

.,a't 
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6. Explain the concept befi4-d tl:.re branch and bound method of solving the integer
programmingproblem.',;.-.-..'..i

7. What are the steps in sotving OynimlC progiamming probtem ?

B. Define PERT and its characteristics.

9. What are sequencing problems ?

10. Explain stochastic process.

1 1. What is birth and death process ?

12. Explain queue discipline (3x10=30)

P.T.O.
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SECTION - B

Answer all questions. Each question carries 10 marks

13. a) i) Explain the characteristics of linear programming problems. 5

ii) Write the standard form of a mathematical model of LPP and explain the
terms. 5

OR

b) Solve using two phase simp

Minimize Z = 2xt

Subject to x., * x2)
x, + 2xr26
X1, X22

14. a) Find.the initial feasible problem given below: 10

Destin

Dl D2

Solve the following LPP :

Maximize Z=x2+ 3xa

Subject to x., + x2 + xr < 10

3"r-2xr>0
2*z- x, < 10

0Sx., -<B

0<xz<4,xa>0

10
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2

3

4

b) 10
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15. a) Maximize Z = x1+ 1 0x,

Subject to 4x, + 3x, < 36

b) Solve using

MinimizeZ=ut2+u)
Subject to u., + u2 + u3 >

U1, U2, U

16. a) Write a.short note on diffej

OR

b) 1) Draw the network dia

Activity (i, j)

Time duration :

2) Find critical

17. a) Write a

2xr+ 4x, < 40

xz>3

x1, x2> 0 and x1, x2 are integers.

OR
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and its characteristics.

10

10

5

5

5-6

7

e*i 5

10ffi,wOR

b) Arrivals at a telephone booth are considered to be Poisson, with an average
time of 10 minutes between one arrivaland the next. The duration of a phone
call assumed to be distributed exponentially, with 3 minutes. Then,

' i) What is the probability that a person arriving at the booth will have to wait ? 3

ii) What is the fraction of the time the phone wil{ be in use ? 3

iii) Find the average number of units in the system. 4

(5x10=50)


